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hanging textile  Panorama II  101695 

Panorama II  101695-0092

Our hugely popular hanging textile Panorama has now got an updated colour range with a large addition 
of versatile neutrals! The characteristics of Panorama are the subtle colour effects, which are created by 
using different colours in warp and weft. Panorama is the perfect translucent base fabric which provides 
separation whilst still letting light through, it is soft and drapes beautifully. To create intriguing soft tonal 
effects Panorama is also great to combine with our transparent fabric Shade which is 330 cm wide and 
has an equally broad colour palette.

We thought you’d like…

 - the subtle, shimmering colour effect

 - the 310 cm width which ensures seamless hanging as a room divider or in front of large windows

 - the wide colour range consisting of 44 nuances

Drapery Textile / 

                            
VISTA

The characteristics of Vista are the subtle color effects, which are created by using different colors in warp and weft. Vista is the perfect translucent 
base fabric which provides separation whilst still letting light through, it is soft and drapes beautifully. To create intriguing soft tonal effects Vista is also 
great to combine with our transparent fabric Nuance which is 130” wide and has an equally broad color palette.
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VISTA / TRANSLUCENT

              Atmosphere                    Latte Foam            Oatmeal Cookie

             Tumbleweed                     Rosewood                         Midnight     

                     Shadow                     Moonshine

Material 100% Polyester Trevira CS
Light transmission Translucent
Repeat - 
Width 310 cm, 122 inch
Weight  220 g/m2, 6,5 oz/yd2
Light fastness SS-EN ISO 105-B02 (scale 1-8)  6
Color fastness to laundering SS-EN ISO 105-C06 (scale 1-5) 4-5
Shrinkage 2% (SS-EN ISO 6330+A1)
Fire resistance DIN 4102-B1 M1- NFP 92-503, 92-505, 92-507 BS 5867 part 2 type C EN 13773 class 1 
Sound class ISO 354
Certificates SS-EN ISO 14001:2004

Care & Cleaning Instructions: 

SPECIFICATION
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